In an effort to gain a deeper understanding of an important referent of contemporary international law, the international community as a whole, this article retrieves four senses of such a community as elaborated by early modern European jurists: the Christendom highlighted by Thomas Aquinas and William of Ockham, the community constituted from customary norms as featured by Vitoria, Jean Bodin, Suirez, and Grotius, Kant's "league of nations", and Hegel's "world history". The shared theme of each sense of an international community is that, despite the universality attributed to the community, some societies are excluded from recognition and membership. This exclusionary character of the international community raises the question whether a sense of an international community is emerging which overcomes the problems leading to such an exclusionary character.
Introduction
A serious problem permeates contemporary international law. This problem arises from something which jurists not infrequently take for granted: namely, 'the international community as whole'. Ihe 'international community as a whole' is taken as the ultimate referent of peremptory norms as recognized in the Vienna Treaty on treaties, 1 in judicial decisions of the International Court of ultimate referent of legal analysis in the air. More often than not, like obscenity, the jurist assumes that we shall know it when we see it.
Contemporary jurists have too often assumed that the international community is of recent vintage. Maurizio Ragazzi, for example, has suggested that the international legal norms of erga omnes can be traced back to the early 20th century as if there had been no social or intellectual history about the international community before the last century." Jochen abr. Frowein and others have highlighted a mid-19th century treatise of international law as the textual source of the international community as a whole. 12 Antony Anghie, drawing from 19th century treatises, has opposed the international community with traditional (indigenous) societies. 13 Other scholars have taken for granted that the international community suddenly took form with the early 17th century treatise of Hugo Grotius (1583-1645)." Such efforts are misdirected to the extent that they try to find one text or date when the international community took form. Adda Bozeman and F. H. Hinsley, for example, have explained how the modern international community emerged from the city-state relations of Renaissance Italy. 15 Joseph Strayer, as another example, has located a system of equal secular states six centuries before Grotius. ' 6 Indeed, the juxtaposition of the international community against traditional societies, held out as pre-legal, can be traced to Roman legal thought, 7 Plato i8 and Homer. 19 In sum, deeply buried in the collective memory of legal consciousness, successive waves of legal thought have explained the nature of the international community.
2 " Such a collective memory needs to be excavated in order to understand the international legal claims of today.
The late medieval (13th and 14th centuries) and early modern (the 16th and 17th centuries) European jurists attribute a crucial and consistent character to the international community. The identity of the community depends upon a boundary and this boundary differentiates outsiders from insiders as members of the community. This exclusionary character of the boundary of the various senses of an international community is pronounced despite the juristic claims of universality to the international community. The thrust of my inquiry does not presuppose nor inquire after an essence of the international community. Rather, those societies, groups and individuals who are excluded from the community offer insight as to the identity of the community. Such societies, groups and individuals are excluded by virtue of the form of reasoning by which the boundary is articulated.
The first sense of an international community, that enunciated most famously by Thomas Aquinas (1225 ( -1274 and William of Ockham (1285 -1347 , excluded non-Christian societies from the international community. Aquinas' form of reasoning was speculative in that the source of all laws was said to be nested in the metaphysical norms of an invisible Author. The second sense of an international community, elaborated by Francisco de Vitoria (1492 -1546 ), Francisco Suirez (1548 -1617 and Grotius, highlighted a community ', 23 LeidenJInt'IL (2010) 479-506. 18) Plato's works are seeped with the excluded "primitive" or pre-legal societies. See e.g. Laws 3.677e, 3.680b, Statesman 269b, Critias 109d. '9 See generally Homer, Odyssey, W. Shewring (trans.), G. S. Kirk (intro.) (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 1998) 99-112. Homer describes the Cyclopes as "neither gatherings for council nor oracles of law, but they dwell in hollow caves ... and each one utters the laws to his children and his wives, and they reck not one of another". Odyssey 9. 112 et seq. quoted in Plato Laws 3.680b and in the Shewring translation at 101. constituted from customary norms. Christian doctrine still figured in this second sense of an international community. But instead of the international community being posited by the laws of the invisible Author, state-centric societies were said to impliedly consent to the community. If a society were nomadic or if it lacked centralized institutions, it was excluded from the community. The third sense of an international community, elaborated by Immanuel Kant (1724 Kant ( -1804 , was the product of the reasoning from a priori concepts. The universality of such a community was inevitably tainted by historically contingent norms, not least of which were norms which highlighted the freedom of the sovereign state. The international community was thereby an 'ought'. The 'is' was the consequence of an aggregate of the particular wills of states, each state being considered equal with the next. Again, societies lacking a state were excluded from the international community. The fourth sense of an international community, explained by Georg Frederich Hegel (1770-1831), lopped off the world of a priori concepts and, instead, identified various senses of the international community of socially contingent phenomena. Hegel called this sense of the international community "world history". The consequence of Hegel's form of reasoning, though, was to exclude societies which lacked self-consciousness (in Hegel's view) or, at least, a desire to be self-conscious (in Hegel's view) . Traditional (or indigenous) societies were Hegel's example of such a lack of self-consciousness. Once again, the international community was exclusionary. The question, which these four senses of an international community beg today, is whether the ultimate referent of international legal analysis remains bounded and therefore exclusionary of some societies and peoples. Is there a sense of an emerging international community which functions as the referent of peremptory norms? Do boundaries, characteristic of the earlier images of an international community, remain embodied in contemporary international law analysis? Is there a sense of a boundless international community emerging?
The International Community of Christendom
The legal referent of an international community as a whole hardly begins with the 19th century or, for that matter with Grotius, as Hersch Lauterpacht and Koskenniemi have claimed.
21 During the late medieval and early modern period, the international community was considered synonymous with Christendom." Otto Gierke described Christendom as "a single, universal Community, founded The crucial point for our purposes is that such a universal community, represented by Christendom, was paradoxically bounded with the effect that some societies were excluded from recognition and membership in the international community. The boundary defined who was a member of the international community and who was not. If a member of the international community signed a treaty with a non-member, the terms of the treaty did not bind the member. Laws were considered binding if they were enacted by members of the international community. The boundary, unlike today though, was not territorial. Rather, it was a product of metaphysical thinking or 'beyond' the physicality of nature.
Thomas Aquinas' International Community
One early sense of the international community represented Christian believers. Members of the community were believers in Jesus as the son of God. It was best elaborated by Thomas Aquinas (1225-1274 CE) and William of Ockham (1285 -1347 . The invisible Author of Christendom was believed to have willed natural laws and these, in turn, rendered contradictory human laws non-existent. To be sure, the idea that a fundamental text could render human laws void arrived on the scene much later, particularly with Justice Marshall's judgements of the US Supreme Court. That said, Aquinas does suggest that human laws which contradicted natural laws were "unjust". Such a contradiction even rendered a human law non-existent as a law. 26 Quoting from Augustine, Aquinas Society', in H. Bull and A. Watson (eds.) states that "that which is not just seems to be no law at all".1 7 As Aquinas continues from this passage, "every human law has just so much of the nature of law as it is derived from the law of nature". What is important to appreciate is that Aquinas concludes that customs are unrelated to natural laws. Only laws which are deduced from a priori principles are rightfully called laws." 8 Customs, being the product of a human community, are non-existent as laws if they contradict natural laws. 29 Interestingly, Strayer suggests that the modern sense of law begins with the rise of professional administrators who can differentiate between such customs from rationally deduced propositions. Only the latter are considered binding on human beings. 3°T he key to this differentiation between a legally binding law and a custom rests in Aquinas' four forms of laws: eternal laws, divine laws, natural laws and human laws. Eternal laws guide the super Author or Creator of nature. Like the human author of the later Renaissance, 31 the Christian Author is considered selfgenerating and self-determining. The Author is considered invisible in the sense of being inaccessible to the language of human agents. The Author lacks a physiochemical body. The Author is mind or perhaps a better term is 'logos'. Nature exists as the product of the Author's mind. And so, both nature and human laws are generated after the invisible Author exists. 32 Since the Author pre-exists everything in the material world, the Author implants a design into the material world. This being so, the Author "foreknows" the eternal laws and all human objects that emulate from the Author's plans. 33 Human laws merely supplement the Author's thought-plan.
Since the Author is invisible in the sense of being inaccessible to human language and since the Author exists prior in time to all divine laws, natural laws and human laws, the eternal laws, which guide the Author, are also unknowable by humans. A divine law, Aquinas' second form of a law, functions as an intermediary between the eternal laws which guide the invisible Creator on the one hand and humanly posited laws on the other. As such, the ultimate identifiable source of all laws, including divine laws, is the will of the invisible Author. Authority', in 7 Law and Critique (1996) 173-192 . 32) Aquinas, supra note 26, Q90; Q91, art. 1; Q93, art. 5. 33) Aquinas, supra note 26, Q 90, preface; Q 96, art. 5, reply obj. 3. nature represent the Author's will. Since the first principles of natural law lie in the thought-plan of the Author, they are "indemonstrable". Like the divine laws, only the Author knows the first principles. As such, the Author is the "governorin-chief". In brief, all humanly posited laws exist by virtue of their rational relation to the Author's will as manifested in nature.3
Like the divine laws, the law of nations mediates between the Author's superwill in a metaphysical world and human agents in a physical world. As such, the international community manifests the divine laws. So too, the international community represents the common good. This representation is instrumental in the constitution and analytic priority of the common good. Human agents are said to replicate the Author's thought-plan by reasoning about propositions of the ius gentium. 35 The most important end of the Author's thought-plan is what Aquinas calls "sociability", a term which Aristotle and Cicero especially highlighted and which Hegel later extended to the ethicality of laws. 36 Sociability may well require war and other morally offensive human acts. Sociability is the telos of international law. 37 The international law is described by Aquinas as the jus gentium, a sense of law which is first described in the extant materials of Cicero. 38 Like the divine and human laws, the jus gentium supplements the Author's thought-plan. Now, two factors in Aquinas' theory of an international community work to exclude some societies, social groups and individuals from the community's membership and protection. For one thing, the international community is the product of speculative reasoning independent of the historical contingencies of particular societies. 39 The problem is that any sense of the international community may risk becoming estranged from the ethoi of societies. 4° Some human rulers, such as claimants to the Papacy, might well claim to be closer to the intent of the Author than any other human being. Along these lines, the French kings called themselves Rex Christianissmus ('The Most Christian King') . James I represented and indeed wrote a book claiming to be the Author's agent on earth. The consequence, needless to say, is that it is left to human rulers to define the international community in a manner which excludes some societies, groups and individuals from membership. 182-188, 214-215. This raises the question: why is the Christian international community universal (that is, international) if it is exclusionary? This question addresses a second factor in the exclusionary character of the international community. The boundary of the international community demarcates who are believers and who are not. 4 A society would be recognized as a member of the international community if it were Christian. James Crawford describes such recognition of a legal entity at this time as the consequence of "a sort of juristic baptism, entailing the rights and duties of international law". 4 2 The problem, though, is that those societies deemed non-Christian might be or were in fact excluded from protection of the international community. As such, Aquinas' principles of ius gentium could be enforced against the non-members. For centuries earlier, the international community was constituted from speculative reasoning. Since the emergence of an international community was accompanied by the will or thought-plan of an invisible Author, the community had existed as a matter of faith. If Christianity were no longer the basis of the international community, would non-Christian societies be incorporated into the international community?
William of Ockham 's Rationally Constructed International Community
William of Ockham subsequently refined Aquinas' sense of the international community as Christendom. Continuing Aquinas' speculative frame of reference, William emphasized that speculative reasoning from first principles leads to laws which govern the international community. Such self-conscious speculative reasoning, William realized, sharply contrasts with unwritten and unspoken customs. To be sure, customs help to identify the principles of the international community, 43 according to William. That said, the binding character of natural law draws from speculative reasoning, not customs. As such, the international community again gains a universal character by being located in a metaphysical world. Being purged of social contingency, thejusgentium is "immutable, invariable and indispensable".4" It was commonly accepted until his day that the Pope represented the invisible Author's will. This being so, the Pope's canon laws rendered local laws void. William takes a different slant, one which secularizes the international community. Since the Author had created the whole of Nature according to a single thought-plan, according to William, principles could be 41) Crawford, supra note 5, [14] [15] [16] rationally deduced from such a unifying thought-plan. One such deducted principle is that the members of the Christian community, not the Pope, represented the single thought-plan. Legal principles are universal by virtue of their derivation from the unity of the natural and social world so created. The community gains its authority as an independent source of law, in turn, from the jus gentium which "is the same among all nations". 4 5 It is important to appreciate Williams twist here. Aquinas had elaborated how the international community was the product of the Author's will. William argues that the international community is created by the jus gentium itself, not by a rational deduction from the Christian Author's will. The boundary of the international community is now humanly constructed. Constance, 1414 Constance, -1418 For Aquinas, the international community is part and parcel of an objectivity separate from the invisible Author's human laws. For William of Ockham, the international community is rationally constructed by human agents. William refers to thejus gentium of the late Roman Republic as representing this rational construction. The issue which William presents is whether the international community would remain stuck in a world of metaphysical abstractions estranged from historically contingent practices of particular societies.
The Membership of the Council of
Such a risk of the reification of the international community is challenged with the holding of the Council of Constance. Three claimants to the papacy had led to a schism in the organization of the Church. The Council was composed by more than Church agents, though. Included were the emperor, princes, dukes and nobles, about 18,000 church officials, ambassadors, and an enormous number of "sightseers"." Edward Gibbon describes how the Council of Constance symbolized the whole international community: " [T] he States-General of Europe, for the Republic of Europe, with the Emperor and Pope at its head, had never been represented with more dignity than in Constance." 47 The Council, as with Aquinas and William of Ockham, presupposed a boundary which excluded non-members from the international community. The boundary, again, was a product of reasoning about metaphysics (or 'beyond' the 'physical world'). By privileging the Christendom, the Council excluded some societies and included others. Adda Bozeman recounts how the various groups at the Council disputed which communities should be included and which excluded from the Council. 8 Italy, Germany, France, England and Spain were recognized as the members of the community. Nationhood, however, was not the ethnic nation which we take for granted today. Rather, for the Council, 'the nation' was synonymous with governmentality. By this, amongst other things, an administrative structure in a pyramidal form enacted and administered human laws. The crucial thing was that a king or king-like official represented the whole of the governmentality. 49 TIhe Roman Church was now considered only one such governmental organization in Christendom. 0 Interestingly, in 1418, the Council devised a procedure to elect the Pope acceptable to the three claimants to the Papacy. 5 In addition, the Council enacted a decree, called Frequens, to the effect that the Council should regularly meet. The Council, though, did not subsequently meet. 52 Thereafter, the election turned to the Council of Cardinals for authority.
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In sum, the international community was humanly constructed. Most importantly, a boundary defined Christendom by excluding societies and groups from membership. The legitimacy of the Crusades presupposed such a boundary between the members of Christendom on the one hand and unrecognized societies on the other. The boundary, it bears repeating, was believed to be deduced from rational principles derived from a metaphysical world.
The International Community as the Product of Customs
The emerging international community was now recognized as humanly constructed. Its boundary, though, was arbitrarily posited by believers, by the insiders, as if the insiders knew the beliefs of those who were outside the boundary. The key to this was the inaccessible thought-plan of the invisible Author. Aside from the Council of Constance, the locus of the international community began to shift to the social ethoi of an international community. This shift was represented by customary norms, the norms being the product of unwritten assumptions and expectations. 
Vitoria's Deference to Customs
Customs are especially highlighted by Francisco de Vitoria in his effort to depart from the earlier speculative reasoning about the thought-plan of the invisible Author. One of Vitoria's essays in particular, "On the American Indians" (1539), highlights how customs are important in constituting the international community. The indigenous peoples of the Americas, though considered nonChristian, could even be protected by virtue of an international law constituted from customary norms.
5 3 By virtue of the role of customs, Vitoria argues, the lex of a governmentality might be void if the ex contradicted a customary norm. This voidability character of written laws encourages Vitoria to consider that customs are synonymous with natural law." Vitoria puts the point in this way:
The law of nations (Yusgentium) does not have the force merely of pacts or agreements between men, but has the validity of a positive enactment (2ex). The whole world, which is in a sense a commonwealth, has the power to enact laws which are just and convenient to all men; and these make up the law of nations. From this it follows that those who break the law of nations, whether in peace or in war, are committing mortal crimes ... No kingdom may choose to ignore this law of nations, because it has the sanction of the whole world.
56
The voidability of written laws elevates the international community above princes and kings. Customs are also independent of the self-consciously enacted statutes of European nations. The remarkable shift from Aquinas' speculative reasoning to historically contingent customary norms extends to Vitoria's analysis of the heretofore unprotected indigenous inhabitants of the Americas. The indigenous inhabitants are now considered members of the international community. One international customary norm, for example, proscribed slavery. The indigenous inhabitants of the Americas were protected against slavery. Vitoria recognizes the Roman Church as possessing some temporal legitimacy over the world during an emergency.1 7 By virtue of the universality of the Christian community, however, the indigenous peoples of the Americas are said to possess self-government just as did the Christian governmental entities in Europe at the time. This self-government rendered the customs of indigenous groups binding upon their inhabitants, independent of the authority of colonial states. 58 In this respect, according to Vitoria, the Spaniards offended the jus gentium by causing harm to the "barbarians". Looting, killing and the occupation of land exemplified such harm. Thejus gentium protected indigenous inhabitants even if they were conquered. 5 9
The international community was not entirely inclusive of the whole of humankind on the globe, however. Traditional societies before contact, for example, were believed to be paganistic. They had to be Christianized by the priests. Traditional (tribal) societies, therefore, would be unprotected by the international community unless they were "civilized". They would be considered "civilized" if they were guided by Christian principles.' Being recognized as potential members of the international community, the pagans could be "compelled" to accept Christian principles and to accept Christian administrators. 61 Until such transpired, pagan communities could not be recognized as full members of the international community. Once again, the international community was exclusionary. This was so despite the shift from speculative reasoning to historically contingent customs.
An International Community of Territorially Bounded States
It is not a coincidence, then, that Jean Bodin (1529/30-1596) continually refers to the sovereign state, as a human construct, to replacing God. The state functions, he asserts, in "the image of God" . 62 And so, Aquinas' metaphysical character of the international community has been displaced by the historically contingent customs of the community. In both cases, a boundary defines the identity of the international community. Although the boundary is, as with the first sense of an international community, of a metaphysical character, it now has territorial entities as its members.
Customs offered three factors in the identity of the international community. First, each state was free to enact and administer principles inside its territorial borders. Shared principles were described as lex omnium gentium communis. 63 Second, the international community, according to Bodin and Suirez (examined in a moment), represented principles shared in the domestic legal orders of the territorially bounded state members of the community. Third, the shared domestically posited principles bound states together into a soft sense of a community as it were. Suirez describes such binding principles as the international law "properly so called".6 4 This international community, although the product of customs, was somehow independent of the newly emerging territorially bounded states. As Su~rez puts it, the human race, into howsoever different peoples and kingdoms it may be divided, always preserves a certain community, not only as a species, but also a moral and spiritual unity (as it were) enjoined by the natural precept of mutual love and mercy. A precept which applies to all, even to strangers of every nation."
It was not that the international community is constituted from intellectually transcendent norms of territorially bounded states. Rather, the international community, according to Suirez, exists independently of the territorial state members. Historically contingent and shared customary norms bind states together. Such customary norms constitute the jus gentium "properly so called". 'They are the objects of human creation, not of the creative act of the invisible Creator-Author.
7he TerritorialAutonomy of the State during the Reformation
The Council of Constance had failed to constrain the Pope. The Council had also failed to institutionalize a federation of representatives throughout Christendom, a federation which would regularly meet. This failure went hand-in-hand with the Reformation which, for its part, privileged the self-determination of the individual natural person. Governmental administrations or a monarch now existed as the Head of self-determining governmentalities. By sharing a language or religion, customs seemed fixed and permanent in time. Customs worked to represent and to unify social groups. The Reformation manifested how such a group autonomy extended to the religious freedom of individual human beings.
The Reformation, which privileged the autonomous individual, reinforced a privileged European family of autonomous states. The European family of equal sovereign states had displaced universal Christendom. Each state was considered self-generating and self-determining. This was so because the universalism of Christendom had now been transferred to the bounded space of the state. No state could interfere with the internal matters of another state. Each state was considered equal with the next. A territorial border protected such a freedom of non-interference. Each state respected the other as an end-in-itself. Not all political and social groups on the globe, though, were organized in such a way. Aside from indigenous groups in North America, Africa and Asia, there were empires J. B. Scott (intro.) (Oceana, New York, 1964 [1944 which undermined such a system of equal sovereign states.6 The international community was Euro-centric. As Wheaton asserts in 1866, [i] s there a uniform law of nations? There certainly is not the same one for all the nations and states of the world. The public law, with slight exceptions, has always been, and still is, limited to the civilized and Christian people of Europe or to those of European origin.
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The international community was described as if a family with unwritten assumptions and ideals.
Although the autonomy of each sovereign state seemed to contradict the universalist character of Christendom, each sovereign state possessed universal authority to enact and administer laws within its territorial borders. 's De Legibus (1612) . Christendom still permeates the legal principles of the international community. The legal principles of the international community, for example, are derived from God according to Suirez. 69 The norms of the international community, however, are now identified by customs rather than by Aquinas' speculative principles about the common good willed by the invisible Author. States are now guided by historically contingent customs of the international community. Domestically shared legal principles now constitute the identity of the laws of such a community. The Reformation sets the background, then, for the emergence of a secularized international community. The individual natural person resembles the autonomous state ('autonomy' drawing from the Greek 'having one's own laws ' or 'selflegislating') . The freedom of the state and of the individual person is a bounded or negative freedom. The Reformation emphasizes an individual natural person's freedom to choose one's own values about how one should live. This freedom of the individual, however, is not confined to the natural person. Rather, the Reformation jurists take for granted that both natural person and state are free. As such, a state may define its membership, including some and excluding others. More generally, a society is considered eligible to be a member of the international community if its members have been baptised into the Christian faith. And so, as with the autonomy of the natural person, a boundary protects the inner freedom of the state. With the state, the boundary is territorial. Inside its territorial border, the state has supreme authority over all objects. The state possesses a totality of domestic legislative authority.
What is critical in this regard is that, despite its universality inside a state's territorial borders, the international community is exclusionary. This universalism ironically takes form at the very moment that the state claims an independence from the universality of Christendom and of the Pope. 70 Since the domestic legal orders are exclusive of the universalism of Christendom, the international community is separate from the domestic legal orders. The territory of Europe is divided into territorial governmentalities. The Spanish maps of the 16th and 17th centuries, for example, indicate that the state of Spain occupied the centre with an increasing vagueness the further that one geographically travelled from the centre. In addition, maps functioned to separate a Christian principality from nonChristian territorial space.
71 Also by way of example, the Pope arbitrarily divided Chicago, 1985 Chicago, [1922 ).
Grotius' International Community as Composed of Equal Sovereign States
Against the background of the speculative reasoning which Aquinas and William of Ockham attributed to the existence of the international community and against the background of the customs highlighted by Vitoria and Sufirez, Hugo Grotius is less original than some commentators have attributed of him. 75 It is not surprising in this respect that Hersch Lauterpacht would express exasperation towards the many different readings attributed to Grotius. 76 Grotius writes a generation after Sufrez. Grotius writes about an international community when states have been at war for decades and when state officials may have forgotten the shared principles which Sufirez had accepted as constitutive of the international community. The international community exists of members which possess continuous possession, physical control and a property interest in a bounded territorial space. 77 What Grotius does add, though, is a more rigorous analysis of how the international community exists independent of the territorially-bounded states. Although Vitoria had claimed that the scope of all laws of the international community enclosed all human beings, including indigenous peoples so long as they were Christians, Suirez had considered membership in the international community conditional upon their stage of being civilized. 78 In this context, Grotius recognized the importance of territoriality in any theory of the international community. What he appreciated in this regard is a state's claim to a property interest in physical space. It is not enough for a state to possess and control territory. The state must claim title to its territory which it possesses and controls. A freedom of domestic jurisdiction thereby goes hand-in-hand with a territorial border. This property claim, in turn, hinges in effect upon the territorial boundary of the state's control and property claim. Within such a territorial border, the state authoritatively exercises a universal jurisdiction. Such a jurisdiction constitutes legal space as well as a territorial space. In sum, even absent an invisible Author of the natural and metaphysical world, the international community still exists. 79 And that international community is constituted from unwritten customs which guide disputes about the property claims between states. The scope of domestic jurisdiction exists by virtue of the territorial boundary. Indeed, the state claims the freedom to decide who is a member of the state and who is not. This bounded domaine riservie protects the freedom of the state to punish criminals, to posit laws, to expel non-members from its borders, to diplomatically protect its members, and to declare war against another state. Such state actions aim to protect the state as represented by its territorial control and tide claim. The legal bond of allegiance extends to that national who is harmed by another state while on the latter's territory." 0 Grotius explains, for example, that the state possesses a diplomatic duty to protect its members by virtue of "the force of natural liberty" of the state." 1 In like vein, Vattel goes so far to assert in 1758 that if one state harms the nationals of another state, the state of nationality "must avenge the deed and, if possible, force the aggressor to give full satisfaction or punish him, since otherwise the citizen will not obtain the chief end of civil society, which is protection". 8 Now, although this negative freedom of the state would seem to foreclose the possibility of an international community, this is not so. Indeed, the state was free by virtue of the historically and analytically prior international community. This priority of the international community exists because legal knowledge, in contrast with the non-territorial metaphysical boundary of Aquinas' Christendom, was assumed to take a territorial boundary for granted. 89 Aquinas, we must recall, elaborated how each natural person and each society has a telos to act in terms of the common good. Cicero had made much of this idea. 9 " Grotius now explains that the presupposed territorial character to the international community and its members joins with this presupposed telos. 91 The telos of the international community is the sociability of human beings. In brief, nested in each human being, there is an innate propensity to socialize with others. This, needless to say, presents a contradiction. At the very moment when the members of the international community take on a universal and total jurisdiction within their respective territorial boundaries, the inhabitants inside the boundaries are believed to possess a capacity to socialize with others. This sense of a sociability of human beings underlies Grotius' inclusion of all social organizations into the international community. Even a family or corporation exemplifies such sociability as the telos of human beings.
The international community now implies or takes for granted that a territorial border surrounds each state and that legal knowledge is only recognizable inside that boundary. The boundary demarcates those whose sociability is protected from those whose sociability is not recognized. The international community likewise manifests the propensity of individual human beings and states to socialize. Domestically enacted laws by a state can be adjudged by the extent to which the content of the laws institutionalizes or protects the sociability of its inhabitants. 92 This evaluation of the content of a state's domestic laws extends to the identity and binding character of the international community. This being so, Grotius emphasizes that the state is a mere "convenience" in the fulfilling of the innate sociability of human beings. Put differently, the state, for Grotius, is an intermediate structure: the state mediates between the universal international community on the one hand and the individual human beings on the other.
3
89) This sense of territorial knowledge as opposed to experiential knowledge is developed in Conklin, 'The Ghosts of Cemetery Road: two forgotten indigenous women and the crisis of analytical jurisprudence ', in 35 AustralianJ. of Feminism and Law (2011) The individual desires to access the principles of the international community because of the natural person's natural duty to be sociable. Since the interrelations of states manifest the sociability of human beings, the international community is grounded in sociability. This sociability suggests the possibility of an international community that is greater than the will of each state. Returning to Suirez, two senses of an international community have come to the fore upon the dissolution of Christendom in favour of an international community of states. The one is constituted from the shared domestic laws amongst self-generating and self-determining states. The other international community exists independent of the arbitrary wills of such monadic states. Su~irez's description of the jus gentium as "properly so called" takes up this second sense of an international community. Grotius develops the latter by elaborating a fuller understanding of the international community "properly so called". It is difficult to appreciate Grotius' originality without retrieving Suarez's efforts.
Like his predecessor's efforts, however, Grotius' international community "properly so called" is exclusionary of outsiders. This is so by virtue of three factors. First, his adoption of a telos of all human beings (namely sociability) opens the door for him to hierarchize social entities to the extent that they have fulfilled the sociability principle as manifested in the content of their domestic laws. Second, Grotius takes for granted that state members are defined in terms of their territorial boundaries. Social entities, such as nomadic traditional societies in North America, lacked such a territorially bounded state and therefore were excluded from the international community. Third, Grotius falls back upon the historical contingency of unwritten customs as the source of the identity of the principles of the international community ""properly so called". 94 Here, again, departing from the speculative reasoning suggested by Aquinas, William of Ockham and the Council of Constance, Grotius opens the door to a socially contingent international community. Because he relies upon customary international norms as the indicia of the principles of the international community, a historical relativism is built into Grotius' theory. Officials' familiarity with persons and things inside a boundary of legal knowledge inculcates the recognition of shared domestically posited principles as if such persons are 'natural' or universal. A boundary, though, demarcates the international community from extralaw. The physical fact of territory is accepted as a 'given' prior to any sense of the identity of a law. What is known hangs upon the territorial boundary of the state members of the international community. Once again, a moral and social hierarchy of societies and peoples ensues. The international community does not protect those societies and peoples which lack a territorially-bounded state. Nor does the international community protect 94) Grotius, supra note 79, bk 1, ch. 1, sect. 14(2), p. 44. nomadic groups which lack a physical situs on a state's territory. Nor does it protect migrants whose habitual residence is not the same as the place of birth (soli) or of one's blood-line (sanguinis) accepted as the basis of membership in a state (therefore in the international community). All this exclusion seems natural. With the above three features of the international community in mind, Grotius has no problem in excluding the traditional societies of the Americas as "uncivilized". Moral progress is built into the international community "properly so called". Levels of social and moral progress manifest the telos of sociability. "Uncivilized" peoples have not reached a recognizable stage of sociability. Sociability, of course, is represented by the secular state whose totality of domestic authority rests upon the ultimate title to the property claim of its bounded territory.
Kant's Formal Community
Now, the early modern European jurists take for granted a third sense of an international community. Like its predecessors, this community too is paradoxically exclusionary. Here, I particularly have in mind Immanuel Kant (1724 Kant ( -1804 . Like his predecessors, Kant takes a territorial state for granted. And like his predecessors, he extends the inter-dependent relations of such states into the emerging diplomatic and secularized world. The members of this international community are self-generating and self-determining states. They are so much so that each is an end-in-itself lIhe natural person and the state share a pivotal idea: namely, a bounded space within which both natural person and state are free to choose their beliefs, actions, and laws. Such a space, described as a domaine rdservie or jurisdiction, excluded other persons from trespassing, interfering, scrutinizing or evaluating a state's choices inside its territorial jurisdication.
The resulting international community, for Kant, was a confederation of equal autonomous persons which alone possessed the freedom to decide who were their members and who were not. At face value, peace characterizes such a confederation. Each legal person, as a state, recognizes the other as an end-in-itself. And yet, the other is defined by its territorial boundary. We have already observed with the first sense of the international community, that the community could lack a territoriality. Any social or political entity (such as a nomadic group) would now be excluded from membership in the international community. So too, the territorial boundary delimits and protects the bounded freedom of the state to exclude natural persons as members of the state. The best that the inter-state relations can establish is an aggregated will of each such state.
We are all familiar with Kant's theory of morality. Legal knowledge, as with moral knowledge, is divided between noumenal and phenomenalworlds. A fundamental gulf separates the two worlds. The noumenal is purged of all socially contingent experiences, including one's biography, memory, expectations, prejudgements and conventions: the study of the person will be "mixed with no anthropology, no theology, no physics or hyperphysics, still less with occult qualities (which might be called hypophysical)". 95 Instead, the noumenal is composed of a priori concepts. As Kant puts it, "the space [of legal reasoning] is empty, namely, the space of transcendent concepts that is called the intelligible world". 9 ' 6 Such reasoning, though, must not "flap its wings impotently' for, if it did so, the reasoning "would lose itself among mere phantoms of the brain.". As such, legal principles guiding human action risk being "lost in a theoretical world". 9 Even juridical possession of a physical object "is not an empirical concept (that would be dependent on temporal and spatial conditions)", Kant continues. Rather, a law is "abstracted from all spatial and temporal conditions". 99 A law is an intellectual construction and, given the gulf between the noumenal and the phenomenal, laws are concepts which are then ex post applied to social conditions. Like Aquinas' Invisible Author, dignity lacks any further referent for its identity. As such, all legal persons possess a dignity. Kant describes dignity as economically and politically immeasurable because of the person's empty social-cultural content."° Accordingly, we are moral if we treat each other as rational persons independent of any social contingency in which the person is immersed. Human rights are not infrequently tinged with this universal emptiness of personhood. Our wills are imperfect because we invariably incorporate our feelings and experiences into our reasoning about apriori concepts. This being so, the apriori respect towards others is an 'ought'. There is only one Being which would not have such 'oughts'. That is the perfectly pure rational will. 1 " 1 Such a will would be divine, Kant suggests, if it exists. Now, Kant extends this line of thought to the international community. 0 2 The rational person of the international community, according to Kant, is the state. 
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Ibid., line 414, p. 24. 102) As with the second version of an international community outlined above, I initially believed that the idea of a self-generating and self-determining state analytically preceded an analysis of the presupposed autonomy of an atomistic state. Richard Tucks work has convinced me otherwise. As such, it may be that a great deal of legal thought has been misdirected in that it has begun its analysis with the autonomous individual inside a state rather than with the state and its peoples vis-a-vis the international community. The bounded freedom of the state cannot be quantified or compared with some other legal entity since the state is an end-end-itself. The state, for Kant, is a mere empty form.
1 0 3 The supreme head of the state is invisible in that it "is not an agent but the personified law itself."'O° The head is a mystical "abstract object of thought", 1 0 This mystical head, better known as the state in Kant's theory, is believed to guard and protect the juridical condition where the intelligible or noumenal world applies to and intellectually controls social phenomena. 0 6 The equality of empty forms, called states, permeates the international community. What Kant describes of the rational person inside a state also applies to the international community. The rationally constructed principles about the confederation of equal states must be applied and enclose the social-cultural phenomena inside the territorial border of each state and therefore inside the boundary of the international community. The international community, like the state and the moral being in Kant's ethics, is also located in the noumenal realm emptied of social-cultural phenomena.
It is tempting for a jurist to take for granted that such an international community, based as it is upon the equality and rights of states, ends our story. What more could one want in order to have peace? The problem is that this bounded freedom of a state, as described by Kant, continues and reinforces the earlier acceptance of the international community as an aggregate of the arbitrary wills of states.
To begin with, the identity of a state is embodied with the possession and property claim over territory.'7 A state must protect itself if another state threatens to trespass the territorial boundary and thereby intervene into the bounded freedom of a state.
108 Tuck likens the inter-relations of such territorially bounded states to Hobbes' state of nature.1 9 Kant agrees with Hobbes that the state of nature is characterized by the condition where each wants to be the judge of what shall be his rights against others, but for which rights he has no security against others, and gives others no security. each has only his private strength. This is a state of war in which everyone must be perpetually armed against everyone else.... for this state [of nature] is a continual infringement upon the rights of all others through man's arrogant insistence on being the judge of his own affairs and giving other men no security in their affairs save his own arbitrary will.' 1 0 103) Kant Kant explains that, in terms of ethics, natural persons must escape from this state of nature into an ethical commonwealth. But for inter-state relationships, states remain stuck in a condition of nature. The self-regarding state constitutes the basic unit of the international community as Kant understands it.' Each atomistic state joins with another into a political or military alliance. Each state is legally bound by a treaty because the state has expressly consented to the terms of the treaty. To the extent that there is a law of the international community the law is constituted from shared domestic legal rules and principles. Although such principles are rational in that they are a priori concepts of a noumenal realm of knowledge, they are also rational in that they are authored by a state which is located in the same noumenal world. But from the outside as it were the shared principles are arbitrary. They exist as happenstance beyond the authorship or rational control of an international community which might exist independent of the states. Kant rejects the idea of a super-state as the source of such an identifiable law. And with good reason, given its preoccupation with the aggregate of the arbitrary wills of states.
The consequence is a confederation constituted from the arbitrary wills of states. As an ideal situation, the confederation will link states together into "a permanent Congress of states". 11 2 Each state remains self-generating, selfdetermining and self-perpetuating in such a Congress. The will of each state will be equal with the will of another. Peace will be perpetual because each rational person (each state) will act according to the apriori imperatives to which the state has voluntarily consented as a member of the league. Peace will prevail, Kant reasons, if all states respect each other as self-generating and self-determining ends in an intelligible world of a priori concepts. Since this rational community will not be perfect, states, like ethical individuals, will need to perform 'oughts'. But respect for other members of the international community is only one such 'ought'. A state is only a member if it has voluntarily consented to join the international community. A state may choose to reserve conditions of acceptance of a treaty. So too, a state possesses the legal authority to withdraw from the international community. The point that is important, a point which I raise in my next section, is that Kant's theory of the international community lifts the community above the social-cultural content of the shared and unshared legal principles of each state.
After all, each state possesses an empty reserved domain whose territorial boundary protects choices, acts and decisions from exterior scrutiny, whether by other states or by institutional institutions. The states themselves are rationally constructed from a priori concepts in the noumenal realm of knowledge. At first 11 Kant, supra note 98, sect. 54; 'Perpetual Peace', in Kant's Political Writings, supra blush, the international community is rational because it is constructed from the rational (sc. a priori concepts of a state's) will. The personal self-interest of the rulers of a state is immaterial to such a rational will. So too, the social-cultural assumptions and expectations in the content of the domestic reserved domain will be immaterial. In brief, legal knowledge will be territorial rather than experiential. And yet, this territorial knowledge will be arbitrarily posited from the standpoint of those principles which states do not share." The international community must exist for the state members, to be sure. But does the international community exist independent of the state members if the international community is composed as an aggregate of separate but equal states? For Kant, the international community does have a public character. But the international community is composed from the discrete and insular states which, without treaties, exist as if self-sufficient or monadic vis-a-vis the international community. The latter exists only in the sense that a state is dependent upon other states -much as a contractee exists because it is dependent upon another person. As Kant puts it, [b] ut this alliance must not involve a sovereign authority (as in a civil constitution), but only a confederation. Such an alliance can be renounced at any time and therefore must be renewed from time to time. This is a right that follows as a corollary in subsidum from another right, which is original, namely, the right to protect oneself against the danger of becoming involved in an actual war among the adherents of the confederation (foedusAmphictyonum).1 4 This confederation of aggregated rational wills easily shifts back into a pre-legal world (which he calls 'the state of nature'), "a nonjuridical condition (like lawless savages)", Kant admits. 115 If that happens, the voluntary confederation dissolves into what Kant understands as a savage world. And the laws of the league will no longer be binding. The rationally-derived peace amongst inter-dependent states suggests a special sense of international law. International law is the product of an aggregate of the rational, yet arbitrary, wills of states. A treaty resembles a contract between two rational persons. A custom, in a sense, is not the object of a self-conscious authored act.' 1 6 The state parties self-consciously consent to being bound to the terms of a treaty. The international community, then, is the product of consciously posited treaties, not of unwritten customs of which states and individuals are unconscious. The binding character of a treaty rests, in turn, on the fact that all parties to the treaty have consented to its terms. As with the speculative principles of Christendom and the customary basis of the international community of Vitoria, Suirez and Grotius, Kant's international community once again excludes some societies and inhabitants from the protection of the community. First, the member of the community must be a territorial state. A society which is not organized as a state cannot be a member of the international community. Empires and indigenous inhabitants which lack the administrative organizations of a state, for example, will be so excluded from the protection of the international community. Kant is clear about this. His anthropology reflects a hierarchy with stateless societies lying at the bottom.
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TIhis takes us to a second exclusionary factor. The state must expressly consent to the international community to be a member of the international community. This consent excludes those states which refuse to ratify the treaties. A customary norm, the object of an implied consent, is also excluded as a legitimizing feature of the international community.
As a third factor making for the exclusionary character of the international community, the inhabitants of the state members must passively accept the state's laws as binding."' Since the state is rational in that it is situated in a noumenal world, emptied of social-cultural phenomena, the state is free to decide who are its members. The state is also free to expel non-members, to forcibly transfer members to various parts of its territory, and to diplomatically protect its members.
Fourth, since the international community is the consequence of the wills of states, the inter-relations of consenting states will be characterized by conditions which suggest the need for deliberation and consent: the rule of law, government by rational persons, and a rational freedom. If a social or political entity, such as a traditional society, lacks such deliberative institutions, it will not be recognized as a member of the international community. Tyrannical governments will also be so excluded, for example."
9 State-less inhabitants will also be excluded from protection of the league's laws. Finally, Kant insists that one must not question why a state's laws, and therefore the international community's laws, are binding. This contrasts with the very idea of peremptory norms of an international community.1 2 0 Kant is preoccupied with the identity of a law rather than the binding character of that law. The identity of a law is locatable in the institutional sources of the domaine riservie of a state. It can be located in the writing of an author whether the author be a legislature, a court or the state itself. An international law can be identified in the written contract between two or more states.
Indeed, Kant is quite explicit that the jurist and the philosopher ought not to ask the question: 'why are states bound to some international community?' Kant even raises this concern in his "What is the Enlightenment?". 121 Members of the international community must possess a spirit or desire to recognize other members as equal and as autonomous ends-in-themselves. As he ends the Foundation of Morality, Kant recognizes that the analysis of imperatives in the metaphysical world is conditioned as if everyone desired such a morality." 2 Kant lacked a response to anyone who did not possess such a sense of morality. Similarly, one just could not question why laws are binding upon a state's members. Any such effort is considered treasonous.' 23 And so, Kant holds that the legal order of the state should proscribe sedition, revolt and the execution of the head of the state. This is so even if the latter has "misused his authority".1 2 4 As Kant explains in the Metaphysics ofJustice, human laws may punish, execute or exile anyone who even "scrutinizes[s]" or is "overly curious" about the legitimizing origin of a state's laws. 125 As Kant puts it in the Metaphysics of Morals, the supreme authority (summum imperium) of human laws is so holy and inviolable that it is a crime even to doubt it or suspend it for an instant [that it] is represented as coming, not from human beings, but from some kind of highest perfect legislator. That is the meaning of the statement, 'All authority comes from God' which is not an historical explanation of the civil constitution, but an Idea that expresses the practical principle of reason that one ought to obey the legislative authority that now exists, regardless of its origin.1
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If there were no untainted a priori concept at the foundation of a domestic legal order, there would be no finality in one's quest for the foundation of the legal order. Without a foundation, we would not know why a human law, as an a priori concept, is binding. Any examination of such an origin would raise "poindess questions that threaten the state with danger if they are asked with too much sophistication by a people who are already subject to civil law".' 27 The state, as a person of the international community, represents the summum imperium (supreme political authority). 'General Remarks' in Kant, ibid, line 319, p. 84. community just have to believe on faith in the binding character of the laws of the international confederation.
Not surprisingly, given his predecessors, Kant relies upon territoriality for the boundary of a state member of the international community. Territoriality is a physical fact. It can be perceived, unlike apriori concepts. A territorial boundary is linear without all the complexities and nuances of concepts. More, Kant lives in a European culture where the state's identity rests upon the control and title claim to territory. T-he territorial boundary delimits the autonomy of the state. It also suggests when the state may punish some natural persons and not others because they are outside its territorial boundary. 29 Territoriality is prior to Kant's international community.
The Kantian view of an international community, then, risks being reified vis-.4-vis the social ethoi of the state members of the community who find themselves both inside and outside the international community. The social-cultural assumptions and expectations are a remainder or left-over to Kant's international community. The social-cultural assumptions and expectations of state officials as well as inhabitants of the territorial state exist independent of the formal equality and empty laws of states and their international confederation. Arguments about concepts, though, count as knowledge. Rational coherency displaces the assumptions and expectations of diverse societies. Ironically, the secularization of the international community hinges upon a faith that there will be a consensus based upon arguments in a noumenal world of a priori concepts purged of social-cultural content. The consequence is the high risk that societies, groups and individuals will once again be excluded from the international community if they do not fit the form of a domestic legal order of empty written laws. And, the emptiness of the international community as an aggregate of empty states risks functioning as a camouflage for the arbitrary power relationships between states and inside the territorial borders of states. Peremptory norms are a misnomer in Kant's international community.
The International Community as the Social Content of an Empty Form
Kant's sense of an international community, as an empty form of an aggregate of the arbitrary wills of self-generating and self-determining states, leads us to a fourth early sense of the international community. In this case, the international community is identified in terms of its social-cultural content. The content is nested in the phenomenal world of historical contingencies, a world which Kant excluded from the identity and nature of the international community. The most 129) Ibid., line 253-254, pp. 50-52.
important feature of such contingencies is time as self-consciously experienced. And the crucial factor in the emergence of an international community is just such a self-consciousness. Such a self-consciousness reflects about the subject's boundary of knowledge. The one early modern jurist who addresses this possibility is Georg Frederich Hegel (1770-1831) whose theory of the international community is primarily elaborated in his final paragraphs of Philosophy of Right and in the introduction to his Lectures on World History. ' Although it is not easy to elaborate Hegel's theory of an international community in a little section of an article, 31 the key idea that is material for my purposes is that his theory too presupposes a boundary which excludes some societies, groups and individuals from the community. Unlike earlier versions of the international community, though, Hegel's community is not fixed in calendar time. Rather, there is a continuous stream of bounded international communities. Each emerges from the content of the self-consciousness of inhabitants. The community is continually changing. It is changing by virtue of the social-cultural assumptions and expectations which embody the content of the shape. We have a term for this embodiment of the international community. It is an ethos. Each ethos has a boundary which functions as legal objectivity. Hegel describes how the family, civil society, and a constitutional society -each with several distinct shapes -emerge into shapes of an international community or what he calls 'world history'. Each shape of self-consciousness recognizes a boundary which separates objectivity from the subject. My four images of an international community exemplify similar waves of such shapes of self-consciousness.
The consequence, then, is that there is not one legal objectivity 'out there' separate from subjects such as states (and now as natural persons and international organizations are at issue). Rather, there is a never-ending emergence of boundaries of an international community, which boundaries we take as the threshold of legal objectivity. There is no 'given' international community locked in calendar time. Instead of the referent of legal analysis being such a boundary, though, Hegel encourages us to recognize that we create the boundary in self-conscious reflection. Our social-cultural assumptions are crucial in such a creation. We thereby bring meaning into what we take as the boundary which we have created of our knowledge. And so, although with Kant, treaties are important indicia of the boundary of the international community, unwritten norms are also relevant in the analytic enterprise. Both are objects of human construction and human self-reflection. The standard against which we can say that an international community exists, then, is the extent to which a social group, such as an ethnic nation (in Hegel's view), is self-conscious: that is, conscious of itself in relation to the boundary it has presupposed of its group. Despite Hegel's claim that the state is the only legal person of the international community (and despite the commonly held view that the organic state is Hegel's final shape of self-consciousness), Hegel emphasizes that the state is not an end-in-itself. By becoming increasingly self-conscious, the state, as a subject of international legal objectivity, might well dissolve into some other subject and object of self-consciousness. This higher level of selfconsciousness, for Hegel, constitutes progress.
This continual movement of self-consciousness emerges from the pre-legal traditional (tribal) society. As with H. L. A. Hart, the self-consciousness of an international community must "leap" (Hegel) or "step" (Hart) from such a pre-legal society to a modern one.
1 32 Since the state is a creation of human action, the state, like the individual natural person, is a subject. The state, though, is a subject of the legal objectivity of the international community in contrast with the natural person who is the subject of the legal objectivity of the state. The state, though, is not fixed in experiential time. Nor is the international community. A statecentric international community, constituted from treaties and internationally shared customs, is only one shape of an international community. So too, an international community carved from a noumenal world of a priori concepts is another. The important point for our purposes, a point that commentators often fail to acknowledge, is that what commentators might understand as the only international community -one which exists from the recognition by one state that it is dependent upon another -is just one of several shapes of an international community which have emerged from Europe. A state is important because it is constructed by consciousness, not by nature. Further, the state itself, as a self-conscious author or creator, may well emerge into a different bounded international community. What is important for Hegel is the subject's reflection about what the subject has heretofore taken for granted. Now, the crucial thing to note here is that, endemic to self-consciousness, according to Hegel, an individual or a group always exists exterior to the boundary of any shape of an international community. Unlike the boundary of Aquinas (which is nested in the metaphysical world) and unlike the boundary of Vitoria, Grotius, Kant and others (which is physically locatable on territory), the boundary of the international community in Hegel's view rests in the self-consciousness of a subject. There is always some exterior boundary of consciousness, then, which excludes peoples from the ever-moving thinking subject. The ultimate 132) The leap from an indigenous to a modern society is examined in Conklin, 'European Civilization, Indigenous Peoples and Hegel', in M. Irvine (ed.) , 7heldentityofEuropean Civilization (University of Waterloo Press, Waterloo, forthcoming).
form of the state is an organic constitution where each and all members of the state bond with each other and with the state. Such a social bonding legitimizes the state's laws. Put differently, the state's laws are binding by virtue of the social bonding of the members of the state. But even such a bounded and bonded state finds itself constrained by an objectivity beyond the state.
Hegel's theory of an international community suggests a second exclusionary feature. Communities unorganized in the form of a state will be excluded. Nomadic and traditional (or tribal) communities will be excluded. They lack a centrally organized state with a governmental structure claiming ownership of a bounded territory. In the 19th century (and even today), international law jurists described them as savage and barbaric.
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The European family of nations, as the international community, marks a "leap" from such "pre-legal" societies to a society which is the product of selfconscious thinking about concepts of legal objectivity.'4The international community only exists, first, after a society has leapt into a world where state officials are self-reflective as manifested in a state's acts and laws; and, second, after such self-reflection recognises the society as a nation-state. Because statutes or codes are the product of self-conscious writing by institutional authors (legislatures and courts), such writing also manifests the leap from the pre-conscious habits and customs which are said to characterize a "primitive" immediacy manifested in a traditional society or a family.
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As with the family, civil society, a constitution and international law, the prelegal societies, though excluded from the international community, do experience various levels of self-consciousness.
13 6 Indeed, Hegel offers a social hierarchy of African, North and South American, Asian and European societies with the indigenous peoples of the Americas, the Mongols and Arabs representing the lowest level of civilization.
137 Even the Greeks, Romans and Chinese of his day are said to lack the mark of civilization because they lacked a state-centric governmentality. Such a centralized author would bring rationality to the boundary of objectivity in knowledge.
13 Even the lowest civilized peoples, though, can become self-conscious and thereby progress into full-fledged members of the 133) Hegel, PR supra note 130, 249R, 257R, 310, 349, 349R, 351; A. Anghie, Imperialism, Sovereignty and the Making of International Law (Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 2004) . 34 The requirement of this "leap" has been emphasized by H. L. A Hart and the Canadian Supreme Court as well as by Hegel. See H. L. A. Hart, Concept of Law, P A. Bulloch and J. Raz (eds. with a postscript), 2nd edition (Clarendon, Oxford, 1994 , [1961 ). Interesting a former Chief Justice of the Canadian Supreme Court uses remarkably similar terms (the "formal legal step" required from custom to writing) in Re: Resolution to amend the Constitution, [1981] To be sure, this family of nation-states is only one shape of the collective legal consciousness of thinking individuals. As with earlier moments of consciousness such as the traditional (or tribal) society, a society based upon property, or a society based upon contract, another embodiment of the international community will emerge through self-conscious reflection about one's relation with objectivity. As such, the boundary of the international community is not a physical object, such as a territorial border of a state, but an object of the consciousness about the relation of a subject to an object. The boundary is territorial-like. T-he jurist, in order to understand the legitimacy of the international community, will examine the social-cultural assumptions and expectations inside the territoriallike boundary in terms of their ethicality. The ethicality of the content of the community is nested in reciprocal recognition of natural persons in an organic constitutional order.14 The subject/object, though, passes through never-ending shapes of objectivity. Like the individual subject inside a state's borders, the organic state itself becomes the subject vis-A-vis the international legal objectivity. This slow development of legal consciousness is represented by the emergence of the early European state from a feudal system and of the colonial state from 'pre-civilized' indigenous groups.' 4 2 The latter lacked a state-centric community. Although one might 139) Unless, of course, they retain a lawyer and thereby break the possibility of a social community. 40) Conklin, HL supra note 36, [275] [276] [277] . 141) Hegel's sense of ethicality is elaborated in Conklin, HL supra note 36, 162-187. Such a community embodies the self-consciousness of jurists. See Hegel, PR, supra note 130, 249R, 257R, 310, 349, 349R, 351. '14) Anghie, supra note 13, p. 17, note 56. Anghie suggests that "family" and "community" were used interchangeable amongst positivist theories such as that of John Austin. associate a lack of civilization with an absence of high culture and education, as we might today, the key element for Hegel was the reflective thinking subject. This self-reflecting character of the subject was associated with civilization. In sum, Hegel takes us to a further exclusionary phenomenon. Nested in Hegel's theory of the international community there is, once again, an exclusion of societies which, according to Hegel, lack thinking members.
Thus, the international community of states with a bounded freedom and of rights of legal persons, all emptied of social-cultural content, is only one shape of an international community. Such an international community exists without a consideration of the social-cultural assumptions of the ethos of such a shape. The boundary of such an international community invariably excludes societies, peoples, groups and individuals from its membership and protection. The sustained quest of each individual to become self-conscious of the exclusive character of the European family of nations suggests the possibility that a very different shape of the international community is emerging in our legal consciousness. This emerging shape is represented by peremptory norms. That Hegel did not foresee an emergence of such an international community is not reason to suggest that it may not be emerging today.
The Exclusionary Boundary of an International Community
Now, there is an important presupposition which each sense of an international community shares. Each presupposes a boundary which excludes societies from the community. Without the boundary, there would be no freedom, it is believed. The boundary of Christendom differentiated Christendom from the nonChristian communities. When jurists begin to understand the boundary of the international community independent of the speculative reasoning of Christian priests, two important features characterize this emergent international community. First, although Vitoria and later Pufendorf entertain that international customary norms can render written domestic laws of a state void, even the appeal to customary norms, shared with Su~irez and Grotius, are exclusionary. For one thing, the customary norms presuppose a territorial border around the legal space of the community. For another, the customary norms, being historically contingent, vary through time. What is peremptory in one epoch may lapse through time. In addition, the international community is constituted from the implicit consent of states.
The early modern jurists offer a second feature of the international community. What is critical here is their presupposed belief that the laws of the community are binding by virtue of their source in an author, the state being the author. Such an author is self-generating and self-determining. The jurist need not press beyond the relation of an international law to the author. Indeed, the state is so much a self-generating and self-determining author that it is sometimes considered monadic. This assumption remains with many state officials today, including those of the dominant states in the international community. A boundary respects and protects ajurisdictional freedom of each author-state. Accordingly, the early state of Grotius in particular absorbs the universalism which Christendom had considered its own. The crux of this universality was the territorial border of the state. The boundary of the international community thereby conflated into the territorial boundary of each state. The knowledge about laws attributed to the international community had become territorial.
Kant, of course, leaves customs to a phenomenal realm. Instead, the domestic and international legal orders exist by virtue ofapriori concepts: that is concepts which are prior to experience or phenomena. What one needs to appreciate, though, is that Kant too presupposes that there is something analytically and anthropologically before the noumenal knowledge about such a priori concepts. This is the territorial boundary as the limit of legal knowledge. As with his immediate predecessors, Kant takes for granted that a territorial boundary protects the negative freedom or jurisdiction of a state. The international community, in turn, protects such a freedom within which the state may recognize some natural persons as its members and others as non-members.
Since each state must claim a radical tide to territory, the international community hinges upon the property interests of its state members. As Kant emphasizes, [t] his rational Idea of a peaceful, even if not a friendly, universal community of all nations on earth that can come into mutual active relations with one another is not a philanthropic (ethical) principle, but a juridical principle. From the fact that nature has enclosed all nations within a limited boundary (because of the spherical shape of the earth on which they live, as a gobus terraqueus), it follows that the possession of the land on which an inhabitant of the earth can live can always be conceived only as the possession of a part of a determinate whole, such that every person can be conceived as originally having [had] a right to it. Accordingly, all nations originally hold a community of the land, although it is not a juridical community of possession (communion), and therefore of use, or community of ownership of the same.
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A state's mere possession of territory, of course, differs from a juridical claim of property. As Kant writes, "all nations originally hold a community of the land, although it is not a juridical community of possession (communion), and therefore of use, or community of ownership of the same". ' The territorial boundary of such a juridical community is incorporated into the international community.' 45 As a consequence, the very identity of a law of the international communitywhether of customary norms or of a priori concepts -rests upon a presupposed 143) Kant 46 Legal knowledge is territorial even prior to a priori concepts. The problem is, however, that each state excludes peoples by virtue of its presupposed territorial border. The border divides outsiders from insiders. The most obvious excluded societies from membership are, in Kant' s day, the indigenous peoples of North America, Africa and Asia. 47 Indeed, this very exclusion drove the dominant 18th, 19th and 20th century European states to colonize and 'uplift' excluded peoples into territorially bounded entities recognizable as states. Until so recognized, they were considered unknowable from the standpoint of the international community. Kant, arguably the founding father of universal human rights, is explicit about such an exclusionary character to the international community.' 48 Social progress was believed to have a place on a territory when a society emerged from the stateless condition to a state-centric condition. Despite the fact that large numbers of inhabitants may have continuously inhabited a territory through time, they remained unrecognized as legal persons with rights and duties. Such territory was considered terra nullius. " 9 As an example, and only as an example, Marshall CJ of the US Supreme Court explained during the early 19th century that only state-centric political entities were members of the international community.' 50 Indigenous societies were "dependent nations" -dependent upon states. A territory was "unsettled" if it lacked a centralized political structure which claims tide to the territory.' 5 ' The international community could only be considered existent if the jurist presupposed territorial knowledge. Such knowledge hinged upon the possession and tide to exclusive property. 5 2 The Africans, in contrast, were considered at a lower level of civilization because they did not possess autonomous political groupings which resembled the state-centric European family of nations. 5 3 Thomas Lawrence (1895) shared this exclusionary character of the state-centric international community:
Occupation as a means of acquiring sovereignty and dominion applies only to such territories as are no part of the possessions of any civilised states. It is not necessary that they should be uninhabited.... All territory not in the possession of states who are members of the family of nations and subjects of International Law must be considered as technically res nullius and therefore open to occupation. ' The rights of natives are moral, not legal) T-he very idea of a family of civilized states entertained a moral duty of the family of European nations to "extending civilized rule over backward tribes" and thereby raising them "to a higher plane of existence". 1 "I All nomadic peoples were excluded from the "family of nations". So too, John Westlake explains in 1866 that one had to distinguish between civilized and uncivilized peoples by virtue of whether a people inhabited a fixed territorial location with state-centric institutions.1 56 Now, this presupposed territorial knowledge about an international community continues into Hegel's understanding of the relation of a subject to the international community. Unlike the first sense of such a community which is derived from and located in metaphysics, unlike the second sense of a community which is derived from and identifiable in customary norms and unlike the third sense of a community which is derived from empty a priori concepts, Hegel's sense of an international community is nested in the self-consciousness of subjects. TIhe objectivity of such self-consciousness is delimited by a boundary. The members (the states) of the international community are the product of thinking persons who share an ethos. International laws are the consequence of reflection about the relationships inside the boundaries of concepts. For this reason, the boundary of the international community (and of a state or an autonomous individual) is 'territorial-like' in our consciousness. The territorial-like boundary delimits what counts as knowledge. The bounded knowledge, protected by the boundary of a state's jurisdiction, is forever changing and, therefore, so does the territorial-like boundary of the international community.
The international communities of Hegel's theory, though, are doubly territorial. First, Hegel himself is a figure of his own times. As such, he recognizes the member subjects of the international community of his day as territorially bounded states. Such a territorial boundary of a member-state of the international community necessarily excludes societies, social groups and natural persons from membership in the international community.
Second, the jurist or other member of the international community constructs the boundary of the international community from its/her/his own self-consciousness. The exteriority of the territorial-like boundary of legal consciousness or knowledge is unknowable and therefore unrecognizable. It is extralegal, non-law or pre-legal. I frequently hear it described as 'philosophy out there beyond the boundary. Although there may well be physical objects and human beings 'out there' beyond our knowledge of the boundary of the international community, the boundary forecloses us from recognizing them as legal persons. For Hegel, there is always going to be a territorial-like boundary in the sustained drive of member-subjects to become self-conscious. As such, for Hegel, any international community as a whole is just "another nation". 1 5 7 Hegel does not counsel nor describe what "another nation" might look like once the thinking subject becomes self-conscious of 'new' members of the international community. That "another nation" is possible, though, there is no doubt.
Conclusion
It is a mistake to believe that the very idea of an international community is a relatively recent idea. And it is also a mistake to fail to grasp that various features of earlier images of the international community may well find their way into contemporary treaties, judicial decisions and commentaries. This is so because, as Hegel emphasizes, the international community is not an empty form but an embodiment of assumptions and expectations of its members. The challenge for the international law jurist is to become self-conscious of such assumptions and expectations.
The early modern legal thought has presupposed four shapes of the international community. One such shape is nested, for example, in the association of the international community with Christendom. This shape of the international community is traceable to the canon law of the late medieval period, particularly in the work of Thomas Aquinas and William of Ockham. Here, the community was believed to be authored by an invisible author in the metaphysical world of knowledge. Such a view was displaced by Vitoria, Suirez and Grotius who appealed to humanly constructed norms which states shared in their domestic laws. Kant returns to the metaphysical world only in his case, the international community is humanly constructed. The consequence, for Kant, is that the international community is considered prior to social phenomena -that is, it is constituted from a priori concepts ('prior to experience') . Such a community, at Kant's insistence, is separated from the social-cultural ethoi of a phenomenal world. Despite its locus in a world of apriori concepts, Kant presupposes that the 157) Hegel, PRsupra note 130, 347R; Condin, HL supra note 36, at 127-131, 294-297.
international community is an association of self-generating and self-determining author-states. As a consequence, the territorial boundaries (and therefore exclusionary character) of states are incorporated into the international association. 'he international community exists by virtue of an aggregate of the arbitrary wills of states which only enter into the confederation.
Hegel returns the jurist to the social-cultural phenomena which Kant had excluded from legal knowledge about the international community. By grounding the community in social-cultural phenomena of which subjects are become ever more self-conscious, Hegel recognizes that the international community will evolve through time to such a point that a "world history" or international legal order will exist for states (and indirectly for individual members of states) as well as exist independently of the state members. It just so happens that in Hegel's time the territorially bounded state had become the primary member-subject of the international community. How a peremptory norm could be considered binding independent of the territoriality of a state when historically contingent in the one context (as in the second shape of an international community) or abstracted from social-cultural contingencies in the other (as in Kant's) remains mystifying.
The possibility that there might be peremptory norms which trump the acts of state members arises in Hegel's theory of international law. Hegel attempts to address the possibility that the international community is more than a representation of the wills of its member-subjects: that is, it exists more than justfor its members. The international community must also exist separate and independent of its members. In the latter case, the community is an in itself It exists as an objectivity but the objectivity is constructed by the member-subjects in their self-consciousness. Because it is independent of the subject-members, Hegel poses the pressing issue often forgotten by contemporary jurists, 'why is an identifiable law of an international (or domestic) institution binding upon the community's members who strive to think about their relation with such an objective community? ' The issue which remains is whether it is possible that peremptory norms, often described as jus cogens, trump the domestic laws and actions of states and the actions of international officials. 5 ' To be sure, so long as the international community presupposes a territorial sense of knowledge there will always be outsiders to what is known and knowable by jurists. The predicament of state-less persons follows just such a prospect. The structure of the legal knowledge, whether of customary norms or empty a priori concepts, just cannot incorporate state-less natural persons into the international community so long as membership and the community are manifestations of territorial boundaries. To this end, Jans
Bartelson argues in his Visions of World Community that an international community is possible if it is boundless. 5 9 And it will be boundless, Bartelson claims, if jurists abandon the very notion of a territorial boundary.16 0 The problem is that we have already observed how one sense of an international community (Aquinas' and William of Ockham's sense of Christendom) which lacks a territorial boundary and yet which remains exclusionary. We have also observed that territoriality itself figures in several waves of a never-ending (it seems) stream of self-consciousness. Adda Bozeman identified other international communities where territoriality was not the dominant feature.1 6 ' Even if one rejects Hegel's theory, one has to question whether a global world, as Bartelson imagines, will bring closure to the continual movement of shapes of international communities in human self-consciousness.
There is another complication to Bartelson's vision. Even if all natural persons, all states, all international organizations and all non-governmental organizations of the globe were legally recognized members of the international community, Hegel urges us to direct our attention to concepts presupposed in the de facto social-cultural practices inside such a community. There may be proforma members of the community. They may have rights entrenched in texts. They may even be recognized as legal persons. And the international community may no longer protect one special legal person -the state or a natural person, for example -as possessing a domaine riservie. And yet, that special legal person may be treated by international or domestic institutions as if s/he/it does not exist in social actuality. S/he may be tortured or denied public education or live in extreme poverty or lack clothes. S/he may be enslaved or risk being killed if s/he walks onto the street. S/he may be forcibly removed to an alien environment albeit under the same legal name with which s/he has associated her/his country or family. These and other (likely) social circumstances today raise the prospect that even if all natural persons and states are formal members of the international community, they are not defacto members.
The latter possibility and the possibility that a non-territorial boundary may identify the international community still raises the prospect that peremptory norms exist despite the fact that members have not expressly or implicitly consented to the norms. This is so if jurists heed Hegel's effort, however limited, to examine the social-cultural ethos of an otherwise empty form of an international community. Such an effort begs that the jurist ask whether the legal order of such a community possesses certain assumptions and expectations without which 159) Bartelson, Visions of World Community, supra note 73.
161)
Ibid., 177. "6) Bozeman, supra note 15. the community just cannot exist. In this vein, can a jurist admit that an international (or domestic) legal order exists, for example, if international or state officials may commit torture, directly or through surrogates, as if social practices had returned jurists to medieval times? Does a legal order of the international community exist if international or state officials look askance to acts of genocide, internal mass displacement of peoples, enslavement, mass disappearances, prolonged arbitrary detention, systematic racial discrimination, or a consistent pattern of gross violations of internationally recognized human rights, these being suggested as important peremptory norms?
162 Simply citing jus cogens or erga omnes hardly establishes why any identifiable norms in such a legal order are binding. Jurists may well be able to identify international laws from treaties and international customary norms, from opiniojuris and shared principles amongst member states. But if the above social and political practices exist somewhere on the globe, are such identifiable laws of an international (or domestic) community binding upon its members? Does the community exist as a legal order? (1987) . Jean Allain has added the principle of non-refoulement in 'The Jus Cogens Nature of Non-refoulement ', 13 Int'lJ. RefiegeeL. (2001) 533, at 533-558.
